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RF4: Baryon and Lepton Number Violating Processes

co-Conveners: Pavel Fileviez Perez (Case Western Reserve Univ.) and  Andrea Pocar (UMass, Amherst)

- Theories for baryon and lepton number violation  —  P. Fileviez Perez (CWRU), M.B. Wise (Caltech) 
- Neutrinoless double beta decays —  V. Cirigliano (INT), A. Pocar (UMass) 
- Baryon and Lepton number violation at colliders —  R. Ruiz (Cracow, INP), E. Thomson (UPenn) 
- Proton decay  —  E. Kearns (Boston Univ.), S. Raby (Ohio State Univ) 
- n-nbar oscillations  —  K. Babu (OSU), L. Broussard (ORNL) 
- Exotic L and B violating processes  —  S. Gardner (Univ. of Kentucky), J. Heeck (Virginia) 
- Connections to Cosmology (Baryogenesis Mechanisms)  —  A. Long (Rice Univ.), C. Wagner (Univ. of Chicago/ANL)

Main Physics Topics:

P5:  Strong support for these physics topics 

Drivers: Explore the unknown, The origin of B and L violation is crucial to understand the nature of neutrinos and the  
mechanism to explain the matter-antimatter in the Universe. An unique window for physics beyond the SM. 

Plans: Finishing the RF4 Report 

Overlap: Overlap with the neutrino frontier (proton decay, neutrinoless double beta decay), Cosmic Frontier (Baryogenesis), Energy 
Frontier (exotics at colliders) 
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In the Standard Model Baryon and Lepton numbers are accidental global symmetries 
broken by SU(2) instanton processes in 3 units !   

B and L Numbers 

- no n-nbar oscillations 

In the renormalizable SM: 

 - proton is stable  

- neutrinos are massless  

highly suppressed !�B = 3 & �L = 3

<latexit sha1_base64="VseF0rglwqr7fDkaZCiuI8/xzkk=">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</latexit>
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We want to understand the origin  
of B and L violation to explain :  

- The origin of neutrino masses   
- The origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry 
 in the Universe   

  
- The origin of the SM-EFT 

  
-New Exotic BLV processes
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Matter Unification: In theories where quarks and leptons are unified one must have B 
and L violating interactions (Pati, Salam, 1973).

GUTs: In grand unified theories ( SU(5), SO(10),..) B and L are explicitly broken  
at the high scale and generically one predicts proton decay and typically Majorana  
Neutrinos.

SUSY: In the MSSM  B and L are explicitly broken at the renormalizable 
level by RpV interactions and generically one predicts proton decay and 
Majorana neutrinos.

Theories for Physics beyond the Standard Model

In simple theories where B and L are local gauge symmetries one predicts that  
these symmetries are spontaneously broken in 3 units and the symmetries  
must be broken at the low scale.
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These scales could be low and we could test  
the origin of B and L violation !   

S. Weinberg, 1979
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Search for Rare Processes


U(1)Li
broken !

- Proton Decay:


- Neutrinoless double beta decay

- Lepton Flavour Violating Processes:

- LNV at Colliders: 

- Neutrino Oscillations

LNV

BNV
p ! ⇡0e+,K+⌫̄, ...

A
ZX ! A

Z+2Y + 2e�

µ ! e�, µ ! 3e, ...

p p ! e+i e
�
j e

+
k e

�
l , µ

±µ±4j, ..

- N-Nbar Oscillations
- Others
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Explicit 

Breaking 


Spontaneous 

Breaking 


BLV 


- Proton decay 
- Majorana neutrinos 

- Stable proton 
- Dirac or Majorana neutrinos 
- Low B and/or L Scale 
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Neutrino Masses
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Massive Neutrinos

• Majorana Fermions

• Dirac Fermions
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Simple Scenarios for Majorana Neutrino Masses 

- Type I Seesaw 
- Type II Seesaw 
- Type III Seesaw 
- Zee’s Model 
- Colored Seesaw  
- Witten’s Model 
… 
…
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Type II  Seesaw
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Type II  Seesaw
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µ ⇠ M� M� . 1014 GeVY⌫ ⇠ 1if

Maybe M� ⇠ 1 TeV Y⌫ ⇠ 1 µ . 1 eV

µ is protected by U(1)B�L

Type II  Seesaw
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Type I  Seesaw
(Minkowski, Mohapatra, Senjanovic, Glashow, Yanagida, Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky)

�LM = Y
D
⌫

¯̀
Li�2H

⇤
⌫R +

1

2
MR⌫

T
RC⌫R + h.c.

M⌫ = mDM�1
R mT

D

if (Seesaw Scale)

(Canonical Seesaw)

mD ⇠ 102GeV MR . 1014�15GeV

U(1)B�L

SBL ⇠ (1, 1, 0, 2)

We could test the mechanism for Majorana neutrino masses                                     
if the L breaking scale can be reach at collider experiments
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Phys. Rev. D 102, 015010 (2020), arXiv:2005.04235
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Explicit Breaking of B and L




Georgi-Glashow Model
Georgi, Glashow, Phys.Rev.Lett.32:438-441,1974

GSM = SU(3)
N

SU(2)
N

U(1) ⊂ SU(5)

α3 α2 α1 → α5

N2 − 1 generators λa, a = 1..24

U(x) = Exp(iαa(x)λa), Det U=1, Tr λa=0

N − 1 = 4 diagonal generators.

Gauge Bosons

24G = (8, 1, 0)| {z }
Ga

L
(1, 3, 0)| {z }

Wb

L
(3, 2,−5/6)| {z }

V

L
(3̄, 2, 5/6)| {z }

V

L
(1, 1, 0)| {z }

B

Matter Assignment

(uC)L ∼ (3̄C, 1L,−2/3), (dC)L ∼ (3̄C, 1L, 1/3),

(eC)L ∼ (1C, 1L, 1),

„
uα

dα

«

L

∼ (3C, 2L, 1/6),

„
ν
e

«

L

∼ (1C, 2L,−1/2)

P. Fileviez Pérez
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B and L are explicitly broken !

Grand Unified Theories



P. Nath, P. F. P., Physics Reports 441 (2007) 191

g5(ec)L�
µXµdL + g5uL�

µXµ(u
c)L + h.c.

 Baryon and Lepton Number Violating Interactions



�B = 1, �L = oddProton Decay:

20

MV > 1014�15GeV
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Miura @ BLV2019



Renormalizable SU(5)

5H , 24H , 45H
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In Table I we show the contributions of the physical fields
in 5H , 24H , 10H and 45H to the running of the gauge cou-
plings. The triplet T in 5H has to be heavy, MT & 1012

GeV, in order to satisfy the proton decay bounds. The
only field in 24H which can help for the unification is
⌃3 ⇠ (1, 3, 0). Even if ⌃3 and H1 are at the electroweak
scale the constraints in Eqs. (15) and (16) cannot be sat-
isfied because B

GG

23 /B
GG

12  0.6. Since only the fields
with negative contribution to B12 and positive contribu-
tion to B23 can help to achieve unification in agreement
with the experiment, only the fields �3 and H2 in 45H
can help. The field �1 also can help to increase the GUT
scale and suppress proton decay. In the 10H only the
field �(3,2) could help but it mediates proton decay.

p → π0
e
+   (H.K.)

p →π0
e
+   (S.K. 2014)
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FIG. 1: Unification constraints shown by the blue line when
MH2 = 1 TeV. The dashed green line shows the naive LHC
bound on the colored octet mass, M�1 > 3.1 TeV [25]. The
red dashed line shows the limit on the GUT scale from the
current experimental value on proton decay lifetime, ⌧p(p !
⇡
0
e
+) > 1.29⇥1034 years [26]. The orange dashed line shows

the projected limit on the proton decay lifetime from the
Hyper-Kamiokande collaboration, ⌧p(p ! ⇡

0
e
+) > 1.3⇥ 1035

years [27]. The mass of the �3 is in the range 108.6 � 108.9

GeV from left to right.

In this model one has the usual doublet-triplet split-
ting problem since we need to split the 5H representation
and assume that the T field is very heavy. Now, in the
45H one has the same fine-tuning problem because the
second Higgs H2 must be light in order to have a large
vacuum expectation value needed to correct the fermion
masses. The simplest way to show that unification can be
achieved in a consistent way is to assume only the split-
ting of the 45H representation. The 10H holds the field
needed for the Zee mechanism, and the only field which
could help to achieve unification is �(3,2) but it mediates
proton decay. Therefore, we will assume that there is no
mass splitting in 10H or in 24H , and show the unifica-
tion constraints in the scenarios where less fine-tuning is
needed.

In Fig. 1, assuming unification of the gauge couplings
at one-loop level, we show the allowed values for the
masses of the �1 ⇠ (8, 2, 1/2) and the unification scale.
The solutions in agreement with the experiments are

shown by the blue line. In this case we assume that
MH2 = 1 TeV and the mass of �3 ⇠ (3, 3,�1/3) changes
from 108.6 and 108.9 GeV. The couplings of the �3 to
matter are not constrained by the fermion masses so
that they can be small to suppress proton decay. The
green vertical line represents the LHC bound, M�1 � 3.1
TeV [25], on the colored octet mass. The red horizon-
tal dashed line corresponds to the current experimental
bounds on proton decay ⌧p(p ! ⇡

0
e
+) > 1.29 ⇥ 1034

years [26]. We also show in Fig. 1 the limit projected
(orange line) by the Hyper-Kamiokande collaboration,
⌧p(p ! ⇡

0
e
+) > 1.3 ⇥ 1035 years [27]. As one can ap-

preciate, the main prediction from the unification of the
gauge interactions is that the field �1 has to be light and
the model could be tested in the near future in proton
decay experiments.

In the case when the mass of �1 is close to the TeV
scale one could hope to produce it at the LHC. The
Yukawa interactions for the field �1 are given by

LY � 2dcY2�
†
1qL + 4uc(Y4 � Y

T

4 )qL�1 + h.c. (18)

Notice that one can produce �1 with large cross sections
through QCD interactions. Notice that since the second
coupling above is anti-symmetric the decays into two top-
quarks would not be observed. Therefore, one can have
exotic signatures such as signals with one top quark and
three light jets. The phenomenological aspects of the
colored octets have been investigated in Refs. [28–46].

B. Proton Decay

p → π0
e +

H.K. 

S.K. 2014

p → K +
ν

L
H

C
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FIG. 2: Predictions for the proton decay lifetimes. The blue
line shows the predictions for the decay p ! ⇡

0
e
+, while

the purple line shows the predictions for the decay p ! K
+
⌫̄.

The horizontal red dashed line shows the current experimental
value on proton decay lifetime, ⌧p(p ! ⇡

0
e
+) > 1.29 ⇥ 1034

years [26] from the Super-Kamiokande collaboration. The
orange dashed line shows the projected limit on the pro-
ton decay lifetime from the Hyper-Kamiokande collaboration,
⌧p(p ! ⇡

0
e
+) > 1.3⇥ 1035 years [27]. The green vertical line

represents the LHC bound, M�1 � 3.1 TeV [25], on the col-
ored octet mass.

45H ⇢ �1 ⇠ (8, 2, 1/2)

• Phys.Rev.D 94 (2016) 7, 075014 • e-Print: 1604.03377 



MSSM Interactions

22
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p p ! g̃ g̃ ! t t t̃⇤ t̃⇤ ! t t t̄ t̄ �̃0
1 �̃0

1 ! t t t̄ t̄ 3j 3j

p p ! g̃ g̃ ! t t t̃� t̃� ! t t t̄ t̄ �̃0
1 �̃0

1 ! t t t̄ t̄ e±i e±j W⇥ W⇥

6

R-parity Violation

Baryon Number Violation:

Lepton Number Violation:

Signals with Multi-jets and Multi-leptons at the LHC !



MGUT ⇠ 1016 GeV

d=5 operators in SUSY GUTs

Example:

24
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• 	e-Print: 2203.08771 
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Spontaneous B and L Breaking




U(1)B and U(1)L

SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y ⌦U(1)B⌦U(1)L

27

Breaking B and L at the TeV scale !

where can be broken at the TeV Scale !

How to define an anomaly free theory ?

B(quark) = 1/3 L(lepton) = 1

P. F. P., Physics Reports 597 
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Phys. Rev. D90 (2014)3, 037701


New Higgs:

�B = ±3 Stable Proton !
Gauge Theory for Proton Stability !

SB ⇠ (1, 1, 0, 3)

<latexit sha1_base64="U3l5opcs0ljh4jgL5CwvcELZ6ag=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vsS7dBItQoZQZrejCRdGNy4r2Ae0wZNJMG5pkhiQjlqG/4saFIm79EXf+jWk7C209cOFwzr3ce08QM6q043xbuZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd8/eL7ZUlEhMmjhikewESBFGBWlqqhnpxJIgHjDSDkY3U7/9SKSikXjQ45h4HA0EDSlG2ki+Xbz3r2FPUQ7LbsWtOJWzE98uOVVnBrhM3IyUQIaGb3/1+hFOOBEaM6RU13Vi7aVIaooZmRR6iSIxwiM0IF1DBeJEeens9gk8NkofhpE0JTScqb8nUsSVGvPAdHKkh2rRm4r/ed1Eh5deSkWcaCLwfFGYMKgjOA0C9qkkWLOxIQhLam6FeIgkwtrEVTAhuIsvL5PWadWtVc/vaqX6VRZHHhyCI1AGLrgAdXALGqAJMHgCz+AVvFkT68V6tz7mrTkrmzkAf2B9/gAHsJHU</latexit>

Spontaneous B Breaking ! SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y ⌦U(1)B



Collider Bounds



Phys. Rev. D 100, 015017 (2019) 

⌦DMh2  0.12
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Dark Matter from Anomaly Cancellation
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Summary


Grand Unified Theories predict proton decay. Experiments should keep looking  
for proton decay. Simple GUTs predict a lifetime for the proton decay channels 
close to the current experimental limits.   

Supersymmetry could describe physics below the multi-TeV scale.  
The existence of B and L violating interactions could play a major  
role in the discovery at colliders.

B and L could be local gauge symmetries spontaneously broken at the low scale. 
The simplest theories predict the proton stability and the existence of dark matter 
from anomaly cancellation.  The cosmological bound on the dark matter relic 
density implies that these symmetries must be broken at the low scale and one 
can test these theories at current or future colliders.

P. Fileviez Perez

We should look for exotic B and L signatures at colliders and for rare processes 
such as neutrinoless double beta decay, n-nbar oscillations and others.
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Explicit 

Breaking 


Spontaneous 

Breaking 


BLV 


- Proton decay 
- Majorana neutrinos 

- Stable proton 
- Dirac or Majorana neutrinos 
- Low B and/or L Scale 
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RF4 Report


